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PROJECT REPORT

Prompt gamma-ray neutron activation analysis (PGNAA) is a complementary technique to
conventional neutron activation analysis (NAA) method and is capable of analysing elements like
H, B, C, N, P, S, Si, Cd, Gd, Sm and Eu. In PGNAA prompt y-rays are measured following
neutron capture reaction. Since on-line measurements of characteristic prompt gamma-rays from the
sample are involved, good shielding for both the sample and detector for neutron and y-rays is
required. The prompt y-rays are assayed by high purity germanium detector (HPGe) coupled to a
PC-based multi channel analyser (MCA). Neutrons from a thermal or cold neutron guided beam
are used for PGNAA system.

In the case of k0 -method in PGNAA one has to determine the prompt k0-factors for the
elements. A k0 -factor for the element x to the comparator c is given as:

{ASJE)X _ Mc8xaxrx

(AKJ/£)C MJ9c<7LYt.

ko(e,xperimenlal) — ———- and kQ{theoretical) =——-——L

where, AS|,= count rate per unit weight of the element i.e., elemental sensitivity, M = atomic mass, 0
= isotopic abundance, a = thermal neutron capture cross section, y = prompt gamma-ray
abundance, e = absolute full-energy peak detection efficiency.

Determination of experimental ko-factors are important due to uncertainties on absolute
values of a and y. Determination of absolute full-energy peak detection efficiency and elemental
sensitivity are required to obtain experimental k0-faclor.

PGNAA SYSTEM:
Work has been initiated to install a PGNAA system in 100 MW Dhruva reactor facility in

BARC, Trombay, Mumbai, India. A thermal guided beam facility is available in this reactor where
the neutron beam is transported through the beam tube to about 30 meters away from the reactor
core. An experimental set up has been arranged for PGNAA using this guided beam. The dimension
of the beam is 2.5 cm x 10 cm. The shielding materials used at present are boron carbide for
avoiding scattered neutrons towards the detector followed by 30 cm thick lead bricks for reducing
gamma-ray background. The y-ray detector is located at about 40 cm distance from the sample and
is placed at 90° with respect to the beam direction. A collimator is used in front of the detector to
collimate the gamma-rays coming from the sample.

Experimental:
Neutron beam calibration:

Effective neutron flux at sample irradiation position has been determined using gold as flux
monitor. Known amount of gold was irradiated and off-line counting of irradiated sample was
carried out using a 15% HPGe detector coupled to a 4k channel analyser. The measured neutron
flux is about 2xlO7 n.cnr.s'1. Cadmium ratio method was used to ascertain the thermal component
of the flux. No activity could be detected in the irradiated gold sample wrapped with 0.8 mm thick
cadmium foil. Using indium foil as flux monitor, cadmium ratio was found to be 1.7x10* indicating
negligible epithennal component.

Detection system:
A 22% HPGe detector connected to a PC based 8k MCA has been used for counting prompt

gamma-rays. The resolution of the detector is 2.4 keV at 1332 keV. The MCA has been calibrated in
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the region of 0.1 to 9 MeV using the delayed gamma-rays from l52Eu and 60Co and prompt gamma-
rays from 36C1. A second order polynomial is used for the energy calibration.

Prompt gamma-ray spectra:
Samples weighing in the range of 100-300 mg were wrapped in thin Teflon

(polytetrafluroethylene-PTFE) ribbon. Prompt gamma-ray spectra of different elements were
collected exposing the suitable compounds of the elements to the beam for 1 to 24 hours to identify
their characteristic gamma lines. For example, gamma-ray spectra of elements from samples like
NH4C1, NaCI, KC1, HgCl2 and Ti metal were collected. The capture gamma-ray table by Lone et al.
was followed for identifying the prompt gamma-ray lines of different elements.

Efficiency calibration:
The delayed gamma-ray from l52Eu and prompt gamma-ray from 36C1 were used for

detection efficiency calibration. Ammonium chloride salt, packed in Teflon, was irradiated for about
24 hours and the capture gamma-rays were accumulated. The data on absolute gamma-ray
intensities for the above isotopes were taken from IAEA-TECDOC-619. The MC1 serves as
efficiency standard for a wide range of energies i.e., 0.5 to 8.5 MeV. The absolute full energy peak
efficiencies were determined for low energy region (i.e., upto 1500 keV) using l32Eu source and the
relative efficiency plot for the energy region from 0.5 to 9 MeV was obtained from the prompt
gamma-ray spectrum of lf'Cl. The relative efficiencies obtained from the chlorine spectrum was
normalised to l52Eu efficiencies to obatin absolute detection efficiencies of the gamma-rays. The
typical efficiency values are in the order of 10"4 to 10°. The energy vs. efficiency curve is shown in
Fig.l.

The kg determination:
Due to uncertainties on gamma-ray intensities and capture cross section for a particular

isotope the theoretical ko-factor can not be used as input parameter in the case of PGNAA. The k0-
factor is being determined for lighter elements with respect to 1951 keV line of l6Cl using the
elemental sensitivity and the respective efficiencies of the gamma lines. The experimental
determination k̂  for the elements like H, Na, K, Ca, and Hg are in progress.

Future Work Plan:
1. Improved shielding arrangements both for neutron and gamma-rays.
2. Use of Compton suppressed spectrometer system.
3. Determination of k0 factors for lighter elements.
4. Updating of the data based on the information published since 1980.
5. Determination of absolute capture gamma-ray intensities of some of the isotopes.
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Fig.1: Absolute efficiency vs. Energy of Gamma-ray


